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i. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years much research as been made on the stability and boundedness of func- 
tional differential equations with finite delay. See, for instance, [1-11]. For the general theory of 
functional differential equations, one is referred to [12-17]. However, the results about the sta- 
bility and boundedness of difference quations with finite delay are very scarce in the literature 
(see [18-20]). It is well known, that the properties of differential equations and their discrete 
analogues can be quite different. For example, every solution of the logistic equation 
is monotonic. But its discrete analogue 
z(n + 1) = az(n)(1 - x(n)) 
has a chaotic solution when a = 4 (see [21]). 
In this paper, we consider the difference systems with finite delay of the form 
x(n + 1) = f(n, Xn), for n • Z, (1) 
where f : Z x Cd --* R k and f(n, 0) - 0, for all n E Z such that equation (i) has the zero 
solution x(n) -= 0. (For considering the boundedness of solutions of equation (1), we need not 
the condition f(n, 0) - 0, for all n E Z.) Z is the integer set and Cd is the space of functions 
¢ : Z I-/,°1 --* R k, Z I-t'°l := { -£ , . . . , -1 ,0} ,  and xn is defined as xn(m) = x(n + m), for all 
m E zl-e,0l, so xn E Cd for every n E Z. 
For any M > 0, let 
Cd(M) := {¢ e Cd, I1¢11 < M}, 
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where I1~11 = sup(l~b(m)l, m • zI-t'°l} and I" I is any norm in the k-dimensional Euclidean 
space R ~. 
It is obvious, that for any no • Z +, Z + := {0, I,... }, and any given ~b • Cd(M), there exists 
a unique solution of equation (1), denoted by x(n, no, #b) or x(n) in short, such that xno = ~(m) 
for (m • zl-t,01 and x(n) satisfies equation (I), for all n > no. 
In the following, we give some definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of equation (1) is said to be stable if for every ~ > 0 and any 
no • Z +, there exists a 6 > 0 such that i re • Cd(6), then Iz(n)l < ~, for all n > no. 
DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of equation (1) is said to be uniformly stable, i f  the 6 in 
Definition 1 is independent of no. 
DEFINITION 3. The zero solution of equation (1) is said to be asymptotically stable, if it is stable 
and there exists an ~} > 0 such that for every 7 > 0 and any no • Z +, there exists an N • Z + \ {0} 
such that if cb ~ Cd(rl) then Iz(n)l < 7, for edl n > no + N. 
DEFINITION 4. The zero solution of equation (1) is said to be uniformly asyraptotica~y stable, 
ff it is uniformly stable and the N in Definition 3 is independent of no. 
DEFINITION 5. The solutions of equation (1) are said to be uniformly bounded, ff for every 
B1 > 0 there exists a B2 > 0 such that if 4~ • Cd(B1), then Iz(n)l < B2, for all n >_ no. 
DEFINITION 6. The solutions of equation (1) are said to be ultimately bounded for bound B, if 
for every Bo > 0 and any no • Z + there exists an N • Z + \ {0} such that if ~ • Cd(Bo), then 
Iz(n)l < B, for all n > no + N. 
DEFINITION 7. The solutions of equations (1) are said to be uniformly ultimately bounded, for 
bound B if the N in Definition 6 is independent of no. 
DEFINITION 8. A continuous, strictly increasing function W : R + --, R + with W(O) = 0 and 
W(s) > 0 if s > 0 is said to be a wedge function, or wedge in short. 
In the sequel, we define that A is the backward ifference operator i.e., Az(n) = z (n) -z (n -1 ) .  
To the knowledge of the authors, there is no paper which uses the backward ifference operator 
instead of the forward difference operator in the study of stability and boundedness. 
2. STABIL ITY  
THEOREM 1. Let W1, W2, and W3 be wedges. Suppose that there exists a V : Z + x R k --+ R + 
such that 
(i) wl(Ix(n)l) _< v(n ,x(n) )  < w2(Iz(n)l) for n • z+ ; 
(ii) for some ~o > O, any~ > 0(0 < ~ _< ~o) and any<r > O, there exists an ~ = ~7(~,~o,~r) > 0 
such that when a < V(n, x(n)), supme(_t,...,0} V(n+m, x(n+m)) < ~o and V(n+m, x(n+ 
m)) < V(n,x(n))  + I1 form • { - t , . . .  ,-1,0}, we have 
AV(n,x(n)) _< -W3(IxCn)l) ÷ ~. 
Then, the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. We first prove the uniform stability. 
For any e > 0 which satisfies Wl(g) < ~30, we select a 5 > 0 such that W2 (6) < Wl  (e). 
For any no E Z +, ~b E Cd(6), let x(n) :-- x(n, no, ~b) be the solution of equation (1). From (i) 
we have 
w~CIzCn)l) <_ vcn, zCn)) < w2(~) < w,(~) ,  for n e {no - ~, . . .  ,no}. 
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We will prove in the following 
V(n,x(n)) < Wl(e), for all n _> no. 
If it is not the case, then there exists an nl > no such that 
(2) 
V(nl,x)(nl)) > Wl(e) > Wz(8), and 
V(n,x(n)) < V(na,x(nl)), for all n • {no + 1 , . . . ,n l  - 1}. 
Thus, this follows Ix(nx)l >_ 8 and AV(nl ,x(nl))  >_ O. 
On the other hand, we let a > 0 be such that a < W3(6) and a = Wz(6) _< 15o. Then, we 
have a _< V(nl,x(nl)) ,  supme{-t,...,o} V(nl + m,x(nl  + m)) <_ 15o, and V(nx + m,x(nl  + m)) < 
V(nl,x(nl))  + rl for any r /> 0 and all m • {nl -£ . . .  ,nl}. Consequently, we have from (ii) 
AV(n l ,x (n l ) )  < a - Wz( Ix (nx) l )  < O. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, (2) holds and uniform stability follows. 
Let us now prove the uniform asymptotic stability. 
Let 6 > 0 and M > 0 be such that 2W2(~o) < WI(M) <_ 15o. We can similarly prove that if 
¢ • Ca(6o), then Ix(n)l < M and Y(n, x(n)) <_ W2(~o) _< 15o, for all n _> no. 
For any e > 0 (e < M), we will prove that there exists an N • Z + \ {0} such that for any 
no • Z + and any given ¢ • Cd(~o) we have 
V(n,x(n)) < Wx(e), for all n > no + N. 
Let a = (Wa(e)/2), a = Wl(e). There will exist an r 1 = ri(a,15o, a ) > 0. Suppose, that N' is 
the least positive integer such that WI(e) + N~W > W2(6o). Write 
(,+ +1 for K = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N  ~, 
where [. ] is the integer function. We will prove by induction 
V(n,x(n)) < WI(e) + (N' - K)~, 
It is easy to see that (3) holds for K = 0. 
Then, by induction we must show that 
for n >_ nK and K = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N ~. (3) 
Suppose that (3) holds for some K(0 < K < N'). 
V(n,x(n)) < Wl(e) + (N' - K - 1)rl, for n >_ nK+l. 
As a matter of fact, let rio _> nK +g be such that V(fio, x(fi0)) >_ WI(~) + (N' - K - 1). Then, we 
have a = Wl(e) _< Y(fio, X(fio)), supme(_t,...,0 } V(fio + m,x(fio + m)) _< Wz(6o) _< WI(M) _< &, 
and V(fio + m,x(fio + m)) _< WI(e) + (N' - g)r /_< V(fio,x(fio)) + ~ for m • { -£ , . . . , -1 ,0} .  
From (ii) and definition of a, we have 
AV(no ,  xCno)) _< -ws( Ix (no) l )  + a _< -2a  + a = -a  < o. 
The above proof shows that if for some fil >- nK + ~ we have V(fil,x(fil)) < Wl(e) + (N' - 
K - 1)7, then there must be V(n,x(n)) < Wl(e) + (N' - K - 1)7 for n > hi. In the following, 
we prove the existence of ill. In fact, if there exists an fiz • Z + \ {0} such that V(n,x(n)) >_ 
WI(e) + (N ~ - K - 1)rh for all nK + ~ _< n _< ~2, then we have by use of similar reference from 
the above 
AV(n ,x (n) )<-W3( lx (n ) l )+a<-a<O,  for nK+l - <_n<~2. 
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Therefore, 
V(fi2,x(~2)) <_ W2(~o) - a (fi2 - nK+l + W2( 5°) ) <_ a(nK+l -~2),  
and fi2 ~ nK+l from the nonnegativity of V, i.e., there exists an ~1 • {nK + ~,... ,n/¢+1} such 
that V(fil, x(fil)) < W1 (e) + (N ' -  K - 1)~/. So, we have Y(n, x(n)) < Wl(e) + (N' - K - 1)~/for 
n _> nK+l _> ill. By the principle of induction, (3) holds, for all K • {0, 1 , . . . ,  Nt}. Especially, 
we have 
Y(n,x(n)) < Wl(e) for n > nN,. 
Let N = [Nt(e + (W2(6o)/a))] + 1. It is easy to see that N is independent of no and ¢, and 
w1cIx(n)l) < V(n,x(n)) < Wl(S), 
Ix(n)l < s, 
for all n >_ no + N, 
for n > no + N. 
or 
This completes the proof. II 
COROLLARY 1. Let W1, W2, and W3 be the same as in Theorem 1. Suppose that there exists 
a V : Z + x R ~ --, R + and a continuous, nondecreasing function p : R + --, R + which satisfies 
p(s) > s for s > 0 such that 
(i) Wx(lx(n)l) < V(n,x(n)) < W2(Ix(n)l) ~'or n • Z +, 
(ii) when V(n + m,x(n + m)) < p(V(n,x(n))) t:or m • { -£ , . . . , -1 ,0} ,  
we have 
£xY(n, x(n)) < -W3(Ix(n)l). 
Then, the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. We need only to prove that Condition (ii) in the corollary implies Condition (ii) in 
Theorem 1. 
For any ~,/~(0 < a </3) and a > 0, let ~ = infa<a<~(p(s) - s). It is easy to see that r/> 0. If 
a <_ Y(n,x(n)), supine{_ l ..... 0} Y(n+m,x(n+m))  <_ 8, and V(n+m,x(n+m))  <_ Y(n,x(n))+~ 
for m • { -£ , . . . , -1 ,  0}, then 
v(n + m, x(n + m)) <_ v(n, z(n)) + o 
<_ vcn, x(n)) + p(vCn, x(n))) - vcn, x(n)) 
=p(V(n,x(n))), form• {- t , . . . , -1 ,0}.  
Hence, we have from (ii) 
hV(n,z(n))  < -W3(Iz(n)l) + ~. 
The proof is complete. II 
REMARK 1. Corollary 1 is the discrete analogue of a well-known classical Razumikhin-type theo- 
rem (see, for instance, [12-17]). Also, the A in Corollary 1 can be the forward difference operator. 
COROLLARY 2. LetW1, W2, andW3 be the sarae as in Theorem 1. HthereexistsaV : Z+xR t~ --, 
R + such that 
(i) Wl(IZ(n)l) < V(n,x(n)) < Wz(Ix(n)l) for n • Z+; 
(ii) AV(n,x(n)) <_ G(V(n,x(n)),suPme{_t,...,o} V(n+m,z(n+m))) ,  where G :R  + xR  + --* R 
is continuous and G(V, V) = -Wz(V) for V > 0, then the zero solution o£ equation (1) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable. 
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PROOF. We need only to prove that Condition (ii) in the corollary implies Condition (ii) in 
Theorem 1. 
For any a,/~(0 < a < [3) and ~r > 0, there exists an r/ = r/(a, [3, a) > 0 such that for any 
s,t • [a,[3] and [s - t [  _< r/, we have [G(s,t) -G(s , s ) l  <_ ~ because of the uniform continuity 
of G(s, t) on [m, [3] x [c~, [3]. Let c~ < V(n, z(n)), suPme{_t,...,o} V(n + rn, z(n + m)) < [3, and 
sup,~e{_t,...,o) V(n+m, z (n+m))  < V(n, z(n))+r/. Then, we have Isupme{-t,...,o) V(n+m, z(n+ 
m)) - V(n,z(n)) l  < •. This follows 
<_ - 
+ IG(V(n,z(n)), sup V(n+m,z(n+m)) )  
,~e{-t,...,o} 
- < + 
where W*(s) = infw,(,)<s<_w2(,) W3(6). So, the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly asymp- 
totically stable. 
REMARK 2. The A in Corollary 2 can be the forward difference operator. Furthermore, we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that all conditions but (ii) in Theorem 1 hold. And suppose that (ii) 
AV(n,  x(n)) < -p(n)(W3(lz(n)l) - ~). Then, 
(1) f fp  : Z + --, R + and ~'~:=oP(rn) = oo, then the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly 
stable and asymptotically stable; 
X"~n+L' , ,, (2) ffp : Z + --* R + and for any L > O, there exists an L ' • g + \ {0} such that e.~m=~ ptm ) > L 
for n • Z +, then the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
The'proof of the above theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1, so we omit it. | 
COROLLARY 3. Let Wl,  W2, and W 3 be the same as in Theorem 1. If there exists a V : Z + xR k --, 
R + which satisfies 
(i) Wl(lz(n)l) < V(n,z(n))  < w2(lz(n)l) for n • z +, 
(fi) AV(n,z (n) )  < p(n)G(V(n, z(n)), supme{-t,...,o} V(n + m, z(n + ra))), where G : R + x 
R + ~ R is continuous and G(V, V) = -Wz(V)  for V > 0, 
then 
(1) f fp :  Z + --*R + and co ~"~rnf0 p(rn ) = oo, then the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly 
stable and asymptotically stable, 
n+L' (2) ffp : Z + -* R + and for any L > 0, there exists an L' • Z + \{0} such that ~-~mffi. p(ra) > L 
for n • Z +, then the zero solution of equation (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
REMARK 3. The A in Corollary 3 can also be the forward difference operator. 
3. BOUNDEDNESS 
THEOREM 3. let W1, W2, and Ws be the same as in Theorem 1 and Wl(s) --* 0 (as s --* oo). 
Suppose that there ex/sts a V : Z + x R + --, R + such that 
(i) w (Ix(n)l) < vcn, x(n)) < W2(l*Cn)l)  rot n • z+, 
(ii) for some Oto > 0, any [3 <_ ao and any ~r > 0, there exists an ~} = ~7(ao, [3, a) > 0 such 
that when ao < Ix(n)[, [[xnl[ < [3, and V(n + ra, x(n + m)) < V(n,z(n))  + rl, for all 
rn • {-£,...,-I,0}, we have 
AV(n,x(n)) <_ -Ws( Ix (n ) l )  + a.  
Then, the solutions of equation (i) are uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded. 
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PROOF.  Let B1 _> ao be given. We select a B2 > 0 such that W~(B1) < WI(B2). For any 
no E Z + and any ~ E Cd(B1), let x(n) := x(n, no, ~). Let ~ = B2, ao = B1, and 0 < a < Ws(B1). 
Then, there exists an W = r/(ao, fl, ~) > 0. So, 
V(n,x(n))  < w2(n l )  < wl(n2) ,  for all n > no. 
In fact, if there exists an nl > no such that V(n,z(n))  > WI(B2) > W2(B1) and V(n,x(n)) < 
WI(B2), for all n < nl, then AV(n l ,x(n l ) )  > 0. It follows that [z(n - 1)1 > B1. 
On the other hand, because Iz(na)l > B1, Ilzn II -< B2, and V(nx +m, x(nl+m)) < V(n, x(n))+r/ 
for m E { - t , . . . ,  -1 ,  0}, so we have 
~V(nt ,x(nx))  < -Ws( lx(nt) l )  - a < o. 
This is a eontrattietion. So, the uniform boundedness follows. 
Next, we will prove the uniform ultimate boundedness. 
Let B > 0 be such that WI(B) = W2(ao). For any B3 > no, there exists a B4 > B such that 
for every no • Z +, any ~b • Cd(B3), we have 
V(n,x(n))  < WI(B4) and Iz(n)l < B4, for all n > no. 
Let fl = B4, a = (Ws(ao)/2), and N'  be the least positive integer such that WI(B) + N'rl > 
WI(B4) for r /= r/(ao,/3, a). 
Define no = no and nK > nK-1 + £ such that 
We can prove by following the proof of Theorem 1 that 
V(n ,x (n) )<WI(B)+(N~-K) r l ,  fo rn>nK and K=0,1 , . . . ,N  ~. 
(If we select N = aN, -- no, then Iz(n)l < B for n > no + N, where N may depend on no.) 
To prove the uniform ultimate boundedness, we let L = [(W2(B4)/a)] + 1 be given and L ~ > L 
be an integer. Now, we define NK = nK - no. It is obvious that No = 0 and NK - NK-1  - l = 
[(Wg(B4)lcr)]. It follows 
L t > NK - NK-t  - £, for K = 1 , . . . ,  N ~, or 
NK < L' + NK-1 = £, for K = 1 , . . . ,  N ~. 
Consequently, we have 
NN, <_ No + N~(L ' +l )  = N ' (L  ~ +£). 
Now, let N = N' (U  + t). Then, from above we have 
Ix(n)l < B, for n > no + N > no + NN,. 
It is easy to see that N is independent of no • Z +. This completes the proof. | 
COROLLARY 4. Let W1, 1412, and W3 be the same as in Theorem 1. If  there exist a V : Z + x 
R k --* R +, a continuous, nondecreasing function p : R + --* R + which satisfies p(s) > s for s > O, 
and a constant H >_ 0 such that 
(i) Wl(Iz(n)l) < V(n,z(n)) < Wz(Iz(n)l) for n • g +, 
(il) when Ix(n + m)l > H and V(n + m,x(n + m)) < p(V(n,z(n)))  for m • { -£ , . . . , -1 ,0} ,  
we haw 
~V(n, z(n)) <_ -Ws(Ix(n)l), 
then the solutions of equation (1) are uniformly bounded and uniformly ulthnately bounded. 
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REMARK 4. Corollary 4 is the discrete analogue of another well-known classical Razumikhin- 
type theorem (see, for instance, [12-17]). The A in Corollary 4 can be also the forward difference 
operator. 
We also have the following statement. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that all conditions but (ii) in Theorem 3 hold. And suppose that 
AVCn, x(-)) < -P(~)(W3(I~(-)I) - ~). 
Then, 
(1) if p : Z + ~ R + and ~-'~.m°°__0P(ra) = oo, then the solutions of equation (1) are uniformly 
bounded and ultimately bounded, 
n s +L (2) if p : Z + ~ R + and for any L > O, there exists an L' 6 Z+\{0} such that ~-'~m=n p(m) > L 
for n E Z +, then the solutions of equation (1) are uniformly bounded and uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 3, so we omit it. 
Now, we give a boundedness theorem similar to Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY 5. Let Wl, W2, and W3 be the same as in Theorem 1. If there exist a V : Z+x 
R k ~ R + and a constant M such that 
(i) Wx(Iz(n)l) _< V(n,x(n)) < W2(Iz(n)l) for n ~ Z +, 
(ii) AV(n,x(n))  < p(n)G(V(n,z(n)),supr, e{_t,...,o) V(n + m,z (n  + m))) + p(n)M, where 
G : R + x R + --, R is continuous and G(V, V) = -W3(V)  for V > 0, 
then 
(1) if p : Z + --* R + and ~-'~.m°°=oP(m ) = co, then the solutions of equation (1) are uniformly 
bounded and ultimately bounded, 
n+L' (2) ifp : Z + --* R + and for any L > 0, there exist an L' E Z + \ {0} such that ~-~m=. p(m) >_ L 
for n E Z +, then the solutions of equation (I) are uniformly bounded and uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 
REMARK 5. The A in Corollary 5 can be the forward difference operator. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the difference equation with finite delay of the form 
z (n+ 1) = a(n)z(n) +b(n)z (n -e )  +f (n) ,  
where a, b, f : Z + --~ R, l a (n ) l  < 1 and e E Z + \ {0}. Suppose that 
(i) there exists a p < 1 such that I b (n ) l  < #(I - la(n)l), 
(ii) ~'~m~=o(1 -Is(re)l) = oo, 
(iii) for any L > 0, there exists an L' E Z + \ {0} such that 
n+L' 
(1 - I"(m)l) > L, for n E Z +, 
17 l~n 
for n 6 Z +, (4) 
(iv) If(n)l < M(1 - la (n) l )  for n ~ Z +, where M =const  > 0. 
Then, we have the following propositions. 
PROPOSmON 1. I f  f (n )  - O, then Conditions O) and (ii) imply that the zero solution of equa- 
tion (4) is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable; Conditions (i) and (iii) imply that the zero 
solution of equation (4) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
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PROOF. Let V(x(n))  = Ix(n)l. Then, 
z lV(x (n) )  = Ix(n + 1)l - I x (n ) l  _< - (1  - l a ( rO I ) lx (n ) l  + [b(n) l  I x (n  - t ) l  
_< -(1 -la(n)l)lz(n)l + -la(n)l)llx,-,ll 
<_ (1-1a(n)l)G (V(x(n)), me,-t,...,o)SUp V(x(n + m))) , 
where G(s, t) = - s  +/It.  I t  is obvious that  G(s, t) is continuous for s > 0 and t > 0 and 
G(V, V) = - (1  - lI)V. This completes the proof by Corol lary 3. II 
Similarly, we can give the following proposit ion by Corol lary 5. 
PROPOSITION 2. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) imply that  the solutions of equation (4) are uni- 
form/y bounded and ultimately bounded; Conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) imply that the solutions 
of equation (4) are uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded. 
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